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TITLE WALL. Photograph © James Gulliver Hancock

 EXHIBITION OVERVIEW

ON THE MOVE was conceived by 
Sydney Living Museums in collaboration 
with illustrator James Gulliver Hancock. 
The exhibition was designed for 
temporary display at the Museum of 
Sydney and touring nationally. 
Visitors become part of an interactive 
and immersive world of fascinating 
transport facts, and stories about 
Australian inventions and the people 
behind them – our ‘trailblazers’.  
The ‘trailblazer’ vignettes reveal how 
vehicles have evolved over time, and 
invite you to imagine what they might 
be like in the future!

PROJECT TEAM:
Senior 3D designer: Kieran Larkin
Project designer: Anne-Louise Falson
Illustrator: James Gulliver Hancock
Curator: Mel Flyte
Project manager: Alison Mcann
Project officer: Charlotte Roberts
Marketing designer: Lorinda Taylor
Animator: Matt Nguyen
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ON THE MOVE – exhibition walk through video. © Sydney Living Museums

 ONLINE CONTENT

To view the video about one the 
trailblazers, Lawrence Hargrave, clink on 
the image, or hyperlink or copy the link 
into your browser:

youtu.be/Lb2R75KP8yo

To view additional web content, clink on 
this link:

sydneylivingmuseums.com.au/
exhibitions/on-the-move

To view a physical tour of the exhibition with the curator, Mel Flyte and the illustrator, James Gulliver Hancock, click on the image, or hyperlink or copy 
the link into your browser::

youtu.be/FLW-4Us-4aM

https://youtu.be/Lb2R75KP8yo
https://sydneylivingmuseums.com.au/exhibitions/on-the-move
https://sydneylivingmuseums.com.au/exhibitions/on-the-move
http://youtu.be/Lb2R75KP8yo
http://youtu.be/FLW-4Us-4aM
https://youtu.be/FLW-4Us-4aM
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ON THE MOVE – entrance interactive. Photograph © Stuart Humphreys for Sydney Living Museums

 ENTRANCE ACTIVATION

SNAP & SHARE
This layered graphic installation 
has been thoughtfully designed 
to extend audience engagement 
at the entrance to the exhibition, 
and incorporates an interactive 
‘Snap & Share’ photo 
opportunity. 
Visitors can be seen to be driving 
or riding in one of the graphic 
vehicles. A ramp has been 
designed to fit behind the car to 
allow for wheelchair accessibility.
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HOW DID YOU GET HERE? – map your journey interactivity.  Photograph ©Stuart Humphreys for Sydney Living Museums

1  HOW DID YOU GET HERE?

THE ACTIVITY
An interactive spinning wheel 
that enables visitors to add their 
journey to an evolving art-work 
using coloured string. Each route 
will add to the collaborative 
display of the many and varied 
ways visitors travelled to the 
exhibition.

THE TRAILBLAZER
In 1934 Billie Samuels, a plucky 
young waitress from Melbourne, 
rode her bike to Sydney, and 
back again, breaking the speed 
record in both directions. Despite 
only recently learning how to 
ride, she wanted to make the trip 
to prove to her work colleagues 
that a woman could do it! 
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GRIDLOCK – traffic control activity. Photograph © Stuart Humphreys for Sydney Living Museums

2 GRIDLOCK

THE ACTIVITY
An interactive wall that allows 
visitors to try out multiple trips 
through a busy city, where they 
might face traffic jams, 
roadworks or an easy journey to 
their destination, depending on 
the mode of transport and 
business of the route.

THE TRAILBLAZER
John Bradfield’s vision for Sydney 
involved a system of affordable 
and comfortable public 
transportation for all. His legacy 
includes the creation of 
underground city stations for 
electric trains, and the Sydney 
Harbour Bridge, connecting the 
two sides of Sydney and beyond.
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TRAVEL IN STYLE – design your dream vehicle wall display. Photograph © Stuart Humphreys for Sydney Living Museums

3 TRAVEL IN STYLE

THE ACTIVITY
A supergraphic transitions from 
rural to urban to a futuristic city 
scape allows visitors to describe  
their fantasy trip or design their 
own dream vehicle and add it to 
the display.

THE TRAILBLAZERS
Kathleen Howell, Jean Robertson, 
and their dog Barney, set off on 
driving adventures around 
Australia in 1928. Their car of 
choice? A Lancia Lambda sports 
car. They mapped areas of 
Australia in return for fuel, and 
broke the speed record for 
crossing Australia.
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TAKE FLIGHT – paper plane make-and-launch activity. Photograph © Stuart Humphreys for Sydney Living Museums

4 TAKE FLIGHT

THE ACTIVITY
Visitors are invited to create their 
own paper plane. The challenge 
is to build a plane that will be 
able to take off and land in the 
cloud net canopy – which design 
will fly the furthest?  

THE TRAILBLAZER
Pioneering aviatrix Nancy Bird 
Walton was the youngest female 
pilot in Australia, and smashed 
stereotypes about women. She 
was also one of the first pilots for 
the Royal Far West Children’s 
Health Scheme in 1935, bringing 
much needed medical assistance 
to the far west of NSW.
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DID YOU KNOW? – play-and-learn activity table. Photograph © Stuart Humphreys for Sydney Living Museums

5 DID YOU KNOW?

THE ACTIVITY
An interactive map of  
Australia that allows visitors 
to discover fascinating facts 
about Australia – incredible 
journeys, unique inventions, 
amazing vehicles, and intrepid 
explorers. The content covers 
a wide historic period as well 
as spanning the continent.

THE TRAILBLAZER
Lennie Gwyther, a 9 year-old 
boy from Leongatha VIC, rode 
his pony Ginger Mick 1000km 
to witness the opening of the 
Sydney Harbour Bridge. On 
his way through Canberra he 
met the Prime Minister who 
invited him to be part of the 
celebrations, before riding home 
again. 
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FUEL UP – activity station. Photograph © Stuart Humphreys for Sydney Living Museums

6 FUEL UP

THE ACTIVITY
A service station interactive with 
model vehicles and petrol 
bowsers, allows kids to play and 
learn. Dress-ups and props 
provide imaginary play 
opportunities to refuel or charge 
cars, change a tyre, and play 
shop.

THE TRAILBLAZER
Professor Richard Brown is a 
biofuel scientist at Queensland 
University of Technology (QUT). 
His current research looks at 
recycling tyres to make tyre oil – 
a renewable fuel source that can 
be blended with diesel. QUT are 
also looking at algae and other 
sources of renewable fuels.
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REINVENTING THE WHEEL – interactive touch animation. Photograph © Stuart Humphreys for Sydney Living Museums

7 REINVENTING THE WHEEL

THE ACTIVITY
An interactive animated wall –  
with 12 touch points – provides 
visitors with an opportunity to 
explore the evolution of 
difference modes of transport – 
including the trials and errors as 
well as the successes!

THE TRAILBLAZER
Lawrence Hargrave was a 
pioneer in early flight design. 
Initially inspired by nature, he 
wanted to replicate the flapping 
action of birds to produce 
mechanical flight. When this 
proved impossible, he turned his 
attention to box kite designs. 
These would later influence the 
Wright Brothers, leading to the 
first powered flight in 1903. 
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TEST DRIVE – LEGO© build activity space. Photograph Photo © James gulliver hancock

8 TEST DRIVE

THE ACTIVITY
What are the vehicles of the 
future? A LEGO© activity station 
enables visitors to construct their 
own dream machine and test 
drive it on a futuristic city scape 
test track.   

THE TRAILBLAZER
Adam Gilmour is the founder 
and CEO of Gilmour Space 
Technologies, an Australian 
space tech company that aims to 
provide affordable space launch 
services for satellites. They have 
recently signed an agreement to 
work with NASA, including testing 
the new Mars Rovers. 
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ON THE MOVE – gallery views. Photographs  © Stuart Humphreys for Sydney Living Museums

GALLERY VIEWS
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sydneylivingmuseums.com.au/exhibitions/on-the-move 

 MARKETING CAMPAIGN

ON THE MOVE brand campaign 
promotes the exhibition experience 
– immersion into a highly 
interactive and stimulating world 
of transport.
A suite of promo animations were 
created to extend the reach of web 
and print messaging.

http://sydneylivingmuseums.com.au/exhibitions/on-the-move
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